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form which alone affords an excuse for an histoi'ical romance, and which-alone can insure its im-'
mortality. The reader is left cold and unmoved
—an unpardonable fault—in the most forcible'
scenes, and does not feel that he has really come'_
to know and love the clearly delineated characters. The Grecian temple of wood which serves:
for a church in many a village of New England
awakens no emotions of art or beauty in the soul,'
such as the original fane of marble evoked even
In untutored hearts. The author has not himself
penetrated deeply enough into the spirit and,
homes of the people whom he seeks to portray, to'
produce more than a passing illusion on the mind:
of the reader. The translation reads smoothly. '
" One of the jewels of literary Spain" is what;
a Spanish critic has pronounced the most popular ^
book of recent years in that language, Don Juau|
Valera's novel, ' Pepita Ximinez.' In the special:
Introduction which the author has prepared for
this translation he styles it " the least insipid of;
the products, of my unfruitful genius," thereby
providing an explanation in addition to the one
which he alleges for the extreme popularity of the'
book. Insipid is.the exact word which applies to
• most novels of the modem Spanish school, if there
be suflBcient substance to merit that designation.
Even Sefior Valera's other books, which necessarily contain the same elements, to a certain de-'
gree, since they are inseparable from the Spanish
character, do not possess the same claims to attention. ' Las Ilusiones del Dr. Faustino,' his
most pretentious novel, which turns on the (in
Spanish) almost inevitable pivot of the love of an
uncle and niece, and their ineffectual struggles to'
overcome this specially attractive phase of the
tender passion, is much inferior to the work
under consideration. The plot is of the simplest, but it covers ground which is thoroughly familiar to many besides Pepita and
her lover, who have traversed at least a
comer of it at some period of their lives.
Young Don Luis, the only child of a wealthy
country gentleman, returns to his native town
on afareweU visit to his father, previously to taking priest's orders, and going as a missionary to
the East. As to his vocation the devout and
handsome young fellow has not the slightest
doubtv,until he meets Pepita'Ximinez, whom his
father, in company with many others, is courting. Pepita is exquisitely drawn. Her womarily;Charm is so tangible that it unites with the
young theologian's devoutness to lend a perfume
of spring and flowers to the few and simple incidents. Even her manner of forcing Don Luis to
avow his love at last does not seem unwomanly,
under the peculiar circumstances, since she is
evidently right in thinking that the priesthood is
not the place for him. He immediately proves
the justice of her argument bycommitting nearly all the capital sins in one day. The skill with
which this situation is led up to, the profound
but not cumbrous analysis of his own heart
which the young man commits to wi-iting in his
letters to the priestly-uncle who has brought him
up, his struggles and Pepita's against what they
regard as sacrilege, and the warmth and breadth
of feeling which breathes from every page—these
distinguish the story above others not dissimilar.^ Of the two indispensable elements of
romance in a Southern land where the Roman
Catholic faith prevails, love and religion, there
is no better exponent than 'Pepita Ximinez.'
The Introduction Is of great interest. The translation gives an excellent idea of the original,
though there are places where more simplicity of
diction could have been employed to advantage.
Here and there, too, little characteristic touches
are omitted. It is well that this book, famous in
all Spanish-speaking lands, has at last been presented to English readers in something approaching an adequate form, since the mutilated trans-
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lation published in England under another title
did not do justice to the delicacy of style which,
as the author himself says, forms its principal
charm.
German critics are a little inclined to attribute
the phenomenal popularity of ' The Buchholz Family ' to the praise of Prince Bismai-ck, and to the
attention which it has attracted abroad. This is
hardly fair and not at all probable, since Germany is not given to accepting the dicta of strangers
on any point. The high price of novels in Germany also tends to keep sales low, even with a
popular work. Yet this series of letters from a
middle-class, typically .German Hausfrau, who
is utterly devoid of sentiment, poetry, of any
feeling save jealousy, of even instinct save the
maternal one, has passed into its fiftieth edition.
It is not so remarkable when examined with a
little more attention. The tendency in Germany,
even more than in America, has been in the past
to select subjects for literary treatment from the
two extremes of the social scale. The books
which have made a reputation have all depicted
either the ariscpcraoy or the peasantry. As the
peasant did not peruse the literature which affected him, to any great extent, his opinion of the
sketches cannot be known. When the same writers,
nearly all belonging to the middle classes.attempted to picture the nobility, it is to be feared that
the nobility smiled—if it ever saw the attempts.
At all events, neither noble nor peasant recognized his own portrait as sufficiently faithful to
inspire him with a desire to possess a copy for
himself, to the number of many thousands. The
truth is, that the great success of these brief
sketches of middle-class people and their ways,
drawn by one of themselves, is due to the fact that
they have been recognized as perfect likenesses
by the people who unconsciously sat for' them.
Not that they make a personal application to
their own case, but they recognize the likeness to
their neighbors, which does not impeach the
truthfulness of the portrait, but merely adds a
zest to their enjoyment in contemplatmg it. More
than this. Dr. Stinde has made his WUhelmine
Buchholz so vitally feminine in her petty traits
that she will appeal to the heart of many a woman
in other ranks of society, who would, nevertheless,
consider this German woman " common." Common she certainly is; but the way, for instance,
in which she breaks off and renews her connection with the hated Bergfeldt family, is not unknown in other lands and circles. The other actors, possess the same vital quality, though they
are limited to casual exhibitions of it, in subordination to Wilhelmine. As a whole, they present
a perfectly real but depressing class of the community, which is wholly wrapped up in its own
petty interests, which has no ambition to elevate
itself in any way—which, indeed, seems unconscious that there is anything higher thanitself
and. its unintelligent ways, except when some
member of the circle, like Emil Bergfeldt,
chances to recaU the fact by marrying a little
more money than it is accustomed to. Frau
Bergfeldt has not an idea beyond snubbing or
conciliating her dearest female friends, who are
alsoher natural enemies, and getting her daughters married ; yet her native mother wit enables
her to say things which are clever enough and
droll enough to appeal to highly ciUtivated readers, if the latter will take the small trouble of adjusting the focus to their own vision. The translation-is very good, though phrases occur on almost
every page where a more literal rendering would
produce an.equally spirited effect, and would
contain more of the full flavor of the original.

BLUE-BEARD.
Gilles de Rats, Mar^chal de France, dit Barbebleue (1404-1440). Par I'Abb^ Eugene Bossard.
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Reu6 de Maulde. Paris : H. Champion. 1886.
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I N the fifteenth century the two most picturesque '
figures are Joan of Arc and Gilles de Rais, and
fate threw them together, for De Rais was placed
in charge of Joan on her expedition for the relief
of Orleans, and remained by her side until the
repulse at the Porte St. Honors. In death, also,
they were, in some sense, not divided, for Joan
was burned for sorcery in 1431 and Gilles in 1440.
Here, however, the comparison ends ; for Joan is
enshrined in French tradition as little short of
a saint, while Gilles is regarded in his native
Britanny as the original of the monster Bluebeard. We are not sufHciently versed in the dubious science of folk-lore to decide whether the
Abb^ Bossard has made out his case that the
Marshal's career is really the source of the nursery
tale, t u t he has undoubtedly shown that, to the
Breton peasant, the two personages are one, dissimilar as were the crimes of the real and of the
fictitious monster.'
GiUes de Rais was born of the noblest parentage, and inherited ample possessions, increased
by his marriage with the heiress Catherine de
Thouars, rendering him one of the wealthiest
men in France. In the troublous times of the
English wars he threw himself eagerly into the
desperate cause of Charles VII., and his conspicuous gallantry was rewarded, at the age of twentyfive, with the high dignity of Marshal of France.
He was not only a preux chevalier, but a man of
education and culture. Chance allusions show
that in his library he had St. Augustin's ' City
of God,' Ovid's ' Metamorphoses,'jyalerius Maximus, and Suetonius ; and one of the reasons
given for his loving an Italian adventurer was
the choice Latinity of the latter's conversation.
Of music and the drama he was also passionately
fond. With such advantages and accomplishments, it is not easy to set bounds to the career
open to him in the war of liberation which finally
expelled the English from Prance.
" Nevertheless, in 1482 or 1433 he withdrew from
active life to his estates, and seemingly devoted
himself to dazzling the multitude with a display
of regal magnificence. In Orleans,' during four
months in 1435, he is reported to have squandered 80,000 gold crowns,-and to'support his
prodigality he was forced to sell 6ne splendid
fief after another. His family, alarmed, procured royal letters interdicting hirnjfrorn making, contracts, but Jean V., Duke of Britanny,
forbade the publication of the letters within his
dominions, and continued to take advantage of
his spendthrift vassal's necessities by,purchasing
his properties.
i ' '
The reckless noble, however, in these sales reserved a right of redemption in six -years. He
had. become infatuated with alcherny, and, in
daily expectation of mastering the grand arcanum, he was ever on the threshold of illimitable
wealth and power. Now alchemy was almost
invariably connected with necrotnancy. The
aid.of demons was requisite to enable the adept
to penetrate the occult secrets of nature, and
Gilles was ever on the watch for an expert who
could control or placate the malignaiit spirits to
the fulfilment of his desires. He was consequently -the dupe of a succession of charlatans, and
nothing in the history of magic is more instructive than the simplicity of his own relation of
the credulity with which he accepted the excuses
of his quick-witted deceivers for their failures.
They could always at will evoke deirions and obtain responses when alone, but wheii he was
present the familiar spirits obstinatelyfefused to
appear, or to accept the written compacts, signed
with his blood, which he vainly sought to transmit to them. To win the favor of a demon
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